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Abstract
Vast search spaces and expensive architecture evaluations make neural architecture search a chal-
lenging problem. Hierarchical search spaces allow for comparatively cheap evaluations on neural
network sub modules to serve as surrogate for architecture evaluations. Yet, sometimes the hierar-
chy is too restrictive or the surrogate fails to generalize. We present FaDE that uses differentiable
architecture search to iteratively obtain relative performance predictions on finite regions of a hier-
archical neural architecture search space. The relative nature of these ranks calls for a memory-less,
batch-wise outer search algorithm which we provide in form of an evolutionary approach that fea-
tures a pseudo-gradient descent. FaDE is especially suited on deep hierarchical respectively multi-
cell search spaces which it can explore by linear instead of exponential cost and therefore eliminates
the need for a proxy search space. FaDE solely trains on the neural architecture search space, not
on any space of neural architecture sub modules. Our experiments show that firstly, FaDE-ranks
on finite regions of the search space correlate with corresponding architecture performances and
secondly, the ranks can empower a pseudo-gradient evolutionary search on the complete neural
architecture search space.
Keywords: darts, hierarchical space, neural architecture search, automl, differentiable structure
optimization

1. Introduction

Automatically finding structures of deep neural architectures is an active research field. The expo-
nentially growing space of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), their complex geometric structure and
the expensive architecture performance evaluation make neural architecture searches a challenging
problem. Methods such as evolutionary and genetic algorithms, bayesian searches and differentiable
architecture searches compete for the most promising automatic approaches to conduct neural ar-
chitecture searches [3].

Differentiable architecture search (DARTS) is a successful and popular method to relax the
search space into a differentiable hyper-architecture. This relaxation allows to use differentiable
search methods to learn both model weights and architectural parameters to evaluate sub-paths of
a hyper-architecture [5]. While the combined and weight-shared hyper-architecture allows for a
very fast training of few GPU days, the search space is limited to subspaces of the defined hyper-
architecture. Evolutionary searches, in contrast, are way more dynamic in the way they restrict
the search space. Without any weight-sharing tweaks, this usually comes with a significant higher
computational time.

Common NAS spaces are hierarchical in the sense of featuring repeated neural sub-modules
consisting of some layers of neurons [9]. Optimization algorithms on such search spaces often only
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train a single neural sub-module, potentially on a shallower proxy domain, and use these results to
construct a target architecture. However, the search results do not always generalize well to the real
search space [1].

We present a FAst Darts Estimator on hierarchical search spaces (FaDE) that aims at optimiz-
ing chained like hierarchical architectures while not resorting to a proxy domain. This is done by
iteratively fixing a finite set of sub-module architectures per neural sub-module and using differ-
entiable architecture search to estimate the rank, i.e. the relative performance within this iteration,
of any possible resulting overall architecture. As the estimations are of relative nature, we require
a state-less, batch-wise optimization algorithm to determine from those estimations a new finite
set of cell architectures per cell. To this end, we apply an evolutionary approach which incorpo-
rates a pseudo-gradient descent for candidate generation. FaDE runs one independent optimization
algorithm per cell which allows it to optimize additional depth with linear instead of exponential
cost.

Our contributions contain the first usage of differentiably obtained ranks for neural architecture
search in an open-ended search space. The usage is justified with a correlation analysis. We provide
code and data of our experiments for reproducibility in a github repository. The presented approach
might be generalized to further types of hierarchical search spaces and could also be employed with
other state-less, batch-wise search strategies in open-ended search spaces

2. Fast DARTS Estimator on Chained Hierarchical NAS Spaces

We introduce FaDE on chained hierarchical search spaces to predict the relative performance of
architectures within a finite region of the search space and iteratively let the obtained FaDE-ranks
guide a search on the complete search space. The structure of finite regions is not arbitrary, but
bounded to the set of architectures contained in a hyper-architecture. We use DARTS to train such
a hyper-architecture, FaDE to predict the corresponding region of the search space from a trained
hyper-architecture, and a mapping of the search space into euclidean space together with a pseudo
gradient descent to guide the exploration of the search space.

2.1. Chained Hierarchical NAS Space

Motivated by repeated motifs in hand-crafted architectures, [9] introduce hierarchy to NAS search
spaces by considering an architecture to be constructed from several structurally identical neural
architecture sub-modules, so called cells. Cells feature the same neural network architecture, but
each cell has its proper weights. A cell typically consists of several convolutional layers with vari-
able types of convolutions and variable connections between layers. Hence, optimizing the cell
architecture is often equivalent to finding the type of convolutional operation for a fixed number
of layers and determining which layers are being connected. The macro-architecture determines
how multiple cells are stacked successively. Many search strategies on such search spaces solely
optimize the architecture of a single cell which is often done on a shallower proxy domain. In image
classification, such a proxy domain might consist in reducing the complexity from CIFAR-100 to
CIFAR-10. Even though such search strategies can achieve benchmark results in small time, they
are not always successful. On the one hand, the performance of a single cell might not generalize
to the performance of an overall neural network architecture consisting of multiple structural copies
of that cell. Further, a search space consisting solely of structural copies of a single cell architecture
might be too restrictive [1].
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Figure 1: (left) Discrete architecture BBD ∈ S3 featuring cell architectures B,D ∈ S . (middle)
BBD contained in a hyper-architecture H ∈ H3,4(S) that allows for several cell architec-
tures per row. Obtaining relative FaDE-ranks on trained hyper-architecture: factorizing
architecture parameters along the corresponding path of the hyper-architecture. (right)
Each step in the outer NAS optimization discovers new cell architectures per row.

2.2. Training a Chained Hierarchical Architecture using DARTS

For an abstract space of cell architectures S and a depth d ∈ N, we build the chained search space
Sd, see Figure 1. Given a window size w ∈ N, we consider the corresponding space of hyper-
architectures as H := Hd,w(S) := Sd×w, see Figure 1 (middle). We use a matrix notation for
hyper-architectures for convenience. Note, that any hyper-architecture H ∈ Sd×w can be identified
with a subset of the search space by considering ×i≤d{Hij | j ≤ w} ⊂ Sd, the cross product
modelling the combinatorics of chaining cells along the depth of the search space. Hence, a row of
H ∈ Sd×w represents the pool of cells that H features at the corresponding depth.

Using differentiable architecture search (DARTS) [5], we endow a hyper-architecture H ∈ H
with architecture parameters α ∈ [0, 1]d×w, such that after training H with a bi-level optimization
algorithm, architecture parameter αij reflects the performance of cellHij in the context of exclusive
competition within each row of H . For convenience, αi, i ≤ d, always denotes the architecture
parameters after the Softmax transformation.

In our work, the cells themselves serve as building blocks for DARTS as opposed to [5] where
DARTS is being applied to optimize the architecture of a single cell. Following [2] and [8] we
choose Gumbel-Softmax [4] to incorporate the architecture parameters into the computation path.
Usually, DARTS-based methods consider the architecture parameters as variables over a convex
loss surface and optimize them in the same fashion as neural networks weights. We use a con-
stant learning rate and manually regularize the architecture parameters such that we prevent the
hyper-architecture from converging too early while pushing such a convergence in later epochs. To
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this end, we add the maximum norm on the Gumbel-Softmax regularized architecture parameters,
weighted with a linearly decreasing scalar, to the loss function.

Weight Sharing and Cell-dependent Regularization In addition to the implicit weight sharing
within the hyper-architecture, implied by a linear number of cells making up for an exponential
number of contained architectures, weights might also be shared per row, which yielded good results
during our experiments. An interesting trait of our hyper-parameter is its possibility to control
the architecture learning speed per stage. To this end, we considered an individual architecture
parameter regularization scalar per stage. Our metric assessing the surrogate capabilities of our
hyper-architecture was higher when we let architecture learning happen slower for deeper stages.

2.3. Deriving FaDE-ranks on Hyper-Architecture

We use α to rank the subset of architectures contained in H based on

ψα : H → R, (H1k1 , . . . ,Hdkd) 7→
∏
i≤d

αiki

as shown in Figure 1 (middle). Note that ψα is one of many ways to apply the information encoded
in α to a ranking of corresponding architectures. The benefit of this approach arises from the
practical - not theoretical - assumption of independence along the depth of an architecture, that
allows for predicting an exponential search space in linear time. Training several architectures
Hval ⊂ H ⊂ Sd from scratch yields a validation function ρ on Hval. A rank correlation coefficient
between ρ and ψα, the latter restricted to the validation set, documents how well ψα predicts relative
performances of single architectures contained in H .

2.4. Joint Batch-wise Pseudo Gradient Descent on a Chained Hierarchical Search Space

A proper correlation between ρ and ψα indicates the usefulness of the information contained in the α
parameters and motivates us to use the latter in guiding a memory-less, batch-wise search in Sd. The
downside of the hyper-architecture approach persists in the relative nature of the evaluation, imply-
ing that FaDE-ranks in general can not be compared among different hyper-architecture evaluations.
In contrast to the approach in [6], we argue though, that changes in the normal weights of a hyper-
architecture eventually invalidate former architecture evaluations within that hyper-architecture and
hence any information obtained, whether prediction or real evaluation, inhibits a relative nature
anyways, its information content fading during search. Search methods such as gradient descent do
not need memory and hence can still use the relative information, in our case the FaDE-ranks, to
navigate a neural architecture search. To apply gradient descent, we assume the search space to be
euclidean and use finite differences on a batch of FaDE-ranks to approximate a gradient. Details on
the caveat of S to be euclidean are being discussed further below.

The overall search works by iteratively sampling hyper-architectures H(t), t ∈ N where the
i-th row of H(t+1), i ≤ d is solely dependent on the i-th row of the corresponding architecture
parameter α(t), obtained after training H(t). Compare Figure 1. Thus, formally, we consider d
independent w-dimensional stochastic processes in Sw and we therefore refer to the search over
Sd being a joint search over S. The goal is to find hyper-architectures containing well-performing
single architectures. For any row i ≤ d, an anchor point M (t)

i ∈ S is being maintained, with M (1)
i

being randomly initialized. The cells of row i in H(t+1) are being derived from the standard unit
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vectors originating from the anchor:

H
(t)
i = {M (t)

i } ∪ {M (t)
i ± γ ∗ ek | k ≤ w

2
}

where the dimension of S is assumed to be w
2 and where ek denote the standard unit vectors, k ≤ w

2 .
The hyper-parameter γ > 0 controls the width of the local environment around the anchor. After
having obtained the architecture parameters for H(t)

i by training H(t), the anchor M (t+1)
i is being

derived from descending M (t)
i according to the finite differences along the standard unit vectors:

M
(t+1)
i =M

(t)
i − λ

w
2∑

k=1

ek(βi(M
(t)
i + γ ∗ ek)− βi(M

(t)
i − γ ∗ ek)) (1)

where λ > 0 controls the step size of the gradient descent and βi(·) mapping sub-modules to their
corresponding architecture parameter after training iteration i.

Note that weight sharing could be considered among successive hyper-architectures. We tested
pre-initializing the normal neural network weights ofH(k+1) with the trained weights ofH(k) which
did not yield significantly different results.

Search Space In this work we focus on the graph attributes of neural network cell architectures.
We map a directed acyclic graph to a cell architecture by first prepending an input vertex to vertices
with no incoming edges and appending an output vertex to all vertices with no outgoing edges.
The input vertex just serves as interface to distribute the input vector x to all source vertices. On
all edges, except those originating from the input vertex, we place structurally identical convolu-
tion layers. Vertices with more than one input edge combine their inputs by summation and ReLU
non-linearity. While channel count and feature map size within a cell are being fixed, between suc-
ceeding cells we approximately double the channel count while proportionally reducing the feature
map size. To enable the pseudo gradient descent from subsection 2.4, we further provide a low-
dimensional euclidean feature space into which we map the graphs according to a hand-crafted set
of numeric graph attributes with same cardinality as the feature space dimensions.

3. Experiments

We consider a multi-cell search space consisting of nc = 4 chained cells, each cell featuring a DAG
with less than nv = 6 nodes as cell architecture. In a first experiment we obtain FaDE-ranks on a
single hyper-architecture and show that they correlate well with the actual performances of a small
subset of architectures contained in the hyper-architecture. Another experiment iteratively trains
hyper-architectures according to subsection 2.4 in order to search the complete search space. For
the latter we present that search results improve over iterations, though not significantly.

Hyper-Parameters All experiments are conducted on the CIFAR-10 image classification dataset.
The employed dataset split is 1− 1− 4, meaning one part was used for testing, one part for archi-
tecture training and four parts for weight training. We consider succeeding convolutional cells
with ReLU activation, 5 × 5 kernel size and intermediate max pooling for downsampling. Chan-
nel count increases exponentially between cells with 16 or 32 in the final cell. We further feature
Cross-Entropy loss, Kaiming weight initialization, a standard normal architecture parameter ini-
tialization. The network is optimized in batches of 128 with Adam (β1 = 0.1, β2 = 10−3, α =
10−3, ϵ = 10−8), weight decay (10−4)and gradient clipping (10 absolute). We use DARTS with
hard Gumbel-Softmax (temperature 10).
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3.1. Validating FaDE-Ranks

We construct a hyper-architecture that features the same set of ng = 5 manually selected DAGs as
parallel computation paths per cell. Once embedded, each DAG comes with the same number of
neural network weights, approximately 0.25 ·106. We obtain a finite search space containing nnc

g =
54 = 625 architectures. After training the hyper-architecture, we obtain FaDE-ranks as described in
section 2.3. To this end, we consider the architecture parameter distributions per cell, averaged over
several experiment repetitions, as independent marginals of a joint discrete distribution on the finite
architecture search space. Fig. 2(a)subfigure illustrates the predicted marginal distributions of the
trained hyper-architecture. Training a subset of 16 manually selected discrete architectures enables
calculating a spearman rank correlation between FaDE-ranks and evaluation ranks on the subset,
as visualized in fig. 2(b)subfigure via linear regression. The spearman rank correlation coefficient
of 0.8 is significant and shows that our methodology predicts the relative performances within the
small architecture subset quite well. That means, the obtained FaDE-ranks can be used to guide an
open-ended search with local information.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (left) Density of softmaxed architecture parameters: Predict ranks based on averaged
architecture parameter per graph architecture (randomly indexed) per cell (dark=deep,
light=shallow) (right) Correlation between predicted ranks and evaluated ranks

From further experiments we observed that weight sharing decreases the obtained correlation
compared to the results in Figure 2. However, weight sharing yields quite significant correlation
results already with a few number of training epochs. This may be owed to the fact, that weight
sharing implies weights to be trained more often and thus counteracts the reduction in epochs. We
will resort to a fewer number of training epochs while sharing weights in later experiments.
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3.2. NAS on iterative FaDE-Ranks

We aim at iteratively improving the cell architectures of the hyper-architecture from subsection 3.1
according to the methodology described in subsection 2.4. A pseudo gradient descent serves as
optimization strategy on the three-dimensional euclidean feature space into which we embed all
DAGs up to a vertice count of 6. Building on [7], to determine the embedding of a DAG, we choose
its eccentricity variance, degree variance and number of vertices, normalized to [0, 1] among all
considered DAGs.

A single experiments runs with 100 epochs of gradient descent iteration, each featuring five
epochs of hyper-architecture optimization. For each cell i = 1, . . . , 4, we obtain feature space
trajectories (M

(t)
i )t=1,...,100. In order to validate these trajectories, in regular intervals of t, we

repeatedly construct an architecture from the DAGs generated fromM
(t)
i , i = 1, . . . , 4, and evaluate

it from scratch. We thus obtain a validation function from the trajectory index space into R. An
increasing function, coarsely measurable by a linear regression on its index, would indicate our
search strategy to yield better architectures over time. 3(b)subfigure depicts the discrete model
evaluations, including a linear regression. Subsequently, Figure 4 shows per cell from shallow
to deep, the trajectories in all three dimensions, while the bottom graphic shows the trajectories
aggregated over cells.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (left) Depiction of an outer optimization step with gradient descent with finite differ-
ences in S respectively F . Compare Equation 1 for the update of an anchor point M (t)

to M (t+1). Any memory-less search strategy can make use of FaDE-ranks by making
a step towards better ranked architectures. (right) Evaluation accuracy of architectures
generated from points in the search trajectory: evaluation performance is increasing

The obtained pearson coefficient of 0.16 for the linear regression is barely significant. We notice
that the trajectories do not alter much after the first 10 epochs, indicating the number of 100 being set
too high. However, regression results on the first 10 epochs only are not significant either. Further,
the variance in discrete model evaluations seems to be large. Even though, this indicates more
profound instabilities in both the underlying feature space and the influence of the architecture on
the respective model evaluation, more evaluation repetitions might already mitigate that issue. Note
that convergence in number of operations towards the high end of the scale occurs in every cell.
This convergence is in accordance with what one would naturally expect. It can also be observed
that the deeper the cell the more divergent its trajectories. There are artifacts that could be attributed
to the sparsity of our search space or poor heuristics of our search space sampling, for example the
large step sizes of the trajectories and its occasional chainsaw pattern.
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Figure 4: Search trajectories in R3 per cell per dimension for 100 epochs

4. Conclusion & Future Work

We presented FaDE, a method to leverage differentiable architecture search to aggregate path de-
cisions from a fixed hierarchical hyperarchitecture into point estimates for an open-ended search.
The aggregated estimates are called FaDE-ranks and show a positive rank correlation with individ-
ually trained architectures. Justified with this correlation, FaDE-ranks can be used to guide an outer
search in a pseudo-gradient descent manner. The method is generalizable in a way that alternative
strategies for the outer search can be employed as long as the relative nature of the ranks are re-
spected. We see future work in both 1/ the analysis of the quality rank information for global search
as well as 2/ experiments with more complex graph feature spaces, e.g. obtained from generative
graph models.
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